BIRD OF THE YEAR 2018
HISTORY OF AFRICAN BLACK
OYSTERCATCHER CONSERVATION

African Black Oystercatchers, or ‘Oyks’, are a clear example of how easily people can have a negative impact on a species, but also of how
simple it can be to improve the situation with effective conservation efforts.

LET’S GO BACK IN TIME!
ONCE UPON A TIME, in the 1980s, the global Oyk population was a low 4800 individuals and was considered Near Threatened on the IUCN
Red Data List of Threatened Species. WHY?

In the not so distant past…

Uncontrolled coastal
development.

Guano scraping
disturbed nesting sites.
Introduced alien predators on
islands ate eggs and chicks.
People were not aware
of the Oyk’s dire situation.
Few protected areas where
Oyks could safely breed w ithout
human disturbance.

SO, WHAT HAPPENED?

Vehicles on beaches churned up sand,
ran over nests and crushed eggs, and
killed young hiding in vehicle tracks.

Enter Professor Phil Hockey and his
delightful team of postgraduate students.

Oyks mostly bred on islands because
there were many natural predators on
the mainland, like Black-backed Jackals and
Brown Hyenas, that predated on them and
prevented them from breeding successfully.
P ublic awareness
Conservation strategy
Local community involvement

Citizin science
Research

During the 70s and 80s, Prof. Phil Hockey did a complete survey of the Oyk population. He found there was about 5000 individuals in Southern
Africa. That was a shock! In response, the FitzPatrick Institute of African Ornithology, that he worked for established the Oystercatcher
Conservation Programme (OCP) in 1998. OCP worked with BirdLife South Africa and other government and non-government organisations.
The OCP’s efforts and other conservation actions led to an increase in the population to more than 6700 individuals today. The IUCN thought
everybody did a great job for the Oyks and now consider them a species of Least Concern.

Many good things have since happened that helped the oyks and their shorebird friends:
Oyks are now part of the
international African-Eurasian
Waterbird Agreement which
gives them extra protection
through conservation action.

Guano scraping was
stopped during the 1980s.

Ban of recreational vehicles
on beaches in 2002.
Less land predators meant safer
breeding conditions on the mainland.
Removal of alien predator
populations on islands
(at least most of them).

More Marine Protected Areas

Spread of the alien Mediterranean mussel in 1990s as food source.
And pronto! More food available and therefore better breeding success.
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